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ABSTRACT

The University of Arizona's "University Village Area Plan" provides a planning
framework and identifies general goals and objectives for improving the outdoor

environment, livability, and image of an area near the center of campus. The purpose of
this paper is to identify general goals and recommendations for the development of
University Village open space, and propose general objectives, considerations and design
guidelines for specific open space projects within the study area based on the planning
framework. The planning framework includes: historical/traditional community planning
characteristics; "neotraditional" planning criteria, advocated by Andres Duany and Elizabeth
Plater -Zyberk; and, additional studies and analysis.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The University Village Area Plan, (The University of Arizona, Capital Facilities

Planning, 1992a) proposes means for promoting interaction between students and their
environment, by enhancing a 47 -acre area of campus to create a special "sense of place"

within the broader campus environment. This would be accomplished by developing a
series of "place- making" urban design projects intended to help define or provide a sense of

community value. Eventually, students and other members of the University community
will develop special associations with this environment which will help develop a feeling of

belonging. The University Village Area Plan proposes a planning framework to:
1. provide direction and sites for future University private building and open space
projects;

2. provide a sense of place for community residents and visitors;
3. strengthen the identity and legibility of this area of campus to help orient
users /residents, and to create a psychological "home base;"

4. enhance the space with richness in architectural and landscape expressions;

5. bring diverse groups of people together to share this campus community.
The University Village Plan is fundamentally a land use guide intended to serve as a

planning framework for the evolution of a "campus neighborhood." It is hoped the
University Village will support and be enjoyed by all students, whether on- or off -campus,
as well as faculty, staff, and visitors (The University of Arizona Capital Facilities Planning

Department, 1992b).
The design of the Village will discourage the use of cars, and include the

development of an integrated system of bicycle paths and pedestrian walkways. Parking
displaced through infili development will be replaced north of Speedway and/or through the
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possible future construction of a parking structure(s). Proposed locations for replacement
parking are within a convenient one -quarter mile of five- minute walking distance.

As a land use plan, The University Village Area Plan was not intended to provide

detailed design solutions for proposed projects. Rather, the plan would essentially be
utilized to clarify and add further detail to the Comprehensive Campus Plan. It was
understood that at some point, many of the concepts presented would need additional study
and refinement in order to provide detailed structure to those implementing University
Village Area Plan proposals.
In order to refine these concepts, it is essential that the planning framework utilized

for the development of the University Village Area Plan be further studied. This will
ensure that future design efforts are based on the same fundamentals.

The "Urban Villagers"

Gans (1962) identified five basic types of inner city residents: the "urban villagers," the "cosmopolites," the
"unmarrieds or childless, "the trapped and downward mobile," and the "deprived." The most well documented
group, the urban villagers, are members of small, intimate and often ethnic communities based upon interwoven
networks and a high level of primary contact with familiar faces. The sharing of values was encouraged by
residential stability and the diverse network of personal acquaintances. Urban villager communities were found
reminiscent of small towns and rural areas because of their friendliness and intimacy.

H.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to discuss, and then utilize, aspects of the planning
framework from the University Village Area Plan in order to identify general goals and

recommendations for the development of University Village open space, and propose
general objectives, considerations, and design guidelines for specific open space projects
within the study area based upon the planning framework. The study will elaborate on the
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planning notions which provided input to the planning framework including: (1)
historical/traditional community planning characteristics; (2) "neotraditional" planning
criteria, advocated by Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater -Zyberk; and, (3) additional

studies and analysis (Figure 1).

HISTORICAL/TRADITIONAL
COMMUNITY PLANNING
CHARACTERISTICS

INPUT

INPUT ?

DUANY AND
PLATER- ZYBERK'S
"NEOTRADITIONAL"
PLANNING CRITERIA

oilADDITIONAL STUDIES

AND ANALYSES

INPUT
1

INPUT

INPUT

DEVELOPMENT OF PLANNING
FRAMEWORK FOR UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE AREA PLAN AND OPEN SPACE
DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES AND
GUIDELINES

Figure 1 - Flow Chart Depicting Planning Framework

III.

REPORT FORMAT

A portion of this document is dedicated to providing the project parameters,

background information and methods of analysis utilized in developing the University
Village Area Plan and this paper. The objective is to clearly define these in order to provide
the reader with more than just a set of design guidelines without a point of reference.
To strengthen the "readability" of this document, an alternative approach to the
traditional "thesis" method for recording the review of relevant literature has been
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undertaken. Rather than providing a specific section solely devoted to a formal "literature
review," the information has been dispersed throughout the document in small sections
indicated by lines and small text. These sections are placed where they relate to the specific

topics being discussed in that particular section of the document. For example; when
describing a specific design objective for University Village "Main Street" a short

discussion or quote may be placed within that section which addresses issues related to
providing "pedestrian friendly" streets as found in literature on the topic.

IV.

BACKGROUND
Role of the Author:
It is important to understand the different roles the author has assumed in this

project. The University Village Area Plan has consumed many hours of the author's time,
both professionally and educationally. As a campus planner in the Department of Campus
and Facilities Planning, nearly three years were spent in the development of the University

Village Area Plan. As a graduate student, this translated into years of highly valuable
professional experience within an academic setting. The University Village Area Plan
provided an excellent opportunity to combine academic and professional skills in

developing a planning/design process which could be utilized through work
responsibilities, and for fulfilling the requirements for obtaining an advanced degree.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the "professional role" and the "educational

role" that the author assumed. Although simplified in its illustration, the diagram depicts
the interrelation of both the professional and educational procedures. The diagram was
constructed assuming, in this case, that the process and the planning steps associated with
the formulation of the University Village Area Plan have been completed.
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Figure 2 - Professional/Educational Model

The first oval on the educational side of the diagram illustrates the research aspect of

this report as it leads to understanding, and eventually, to contribution. This research is
influenced by the process (which also included research) conducted while developing the

University Village Area Plan. Both the process and the research and analyses, provide an
analytical framework which can be followed in the educational role so this effort is not
attempted in a "vacuum" - separate from the work that has already been completed.
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The "Understanding" oval represents the synthesis of what was learned from the
contributing influence of the University Village Area Plan and additional research and

analysis which is utilized to add clarity to the original planning framework. The University
Village Area Plan is the result of a valid process and will therefore serve as the central
element or foundation which will influence the development of specific objectives and

guidelines for open space development.

V.

RESEARCH METHODS

Research methods utilized for this study included a literature and project review,

and a plan/site analysis, which consisted of reviewing information, goals and objectives of
the University Village Area Plan.

A portion of this paper discusses neotraditional town planning. This is a term made
popular by the abundance of recent articles published on the topic, and more specifically,

Seaside, Florida, a town planned in the neotraditional fashion. All of the major planning
and design periodicals and journals have covered this topic extensively. There are few
books that discuss the topic directly, and of those few, the best was written by the two
people who may not have "coined" the term neotraditional, but have certainly contributed to

the development of the topic. Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater -Zyberk's book, Towns
and Town -Making Principles (1991) would make a handsome addition to anyone's library.
It discusses and illustrates in detail their best work.
If one follows the principles of neotraditionalism, it could be argued that the best

information on "how to" planning and design, is not in current literature at all, but

described as "history" in our basic educational works. Gallion and Eisner's The Urban
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Pattern: City Planning and Design (1980) is one of the best texts for describing planning
and design principles and the evolution of human community planning and design.
While researching open space development, it became apparent that one could

spend their entire life in the library immersed in literature. But again, finding inspiration
for drafting open space objectives, guidelines and design criteria did not come from looking

at project after project - all the great new works by designers - but by understanding the

fundamentals associated with developing public spaces for communities. There was one
excellent text which not only described successful (and unsuccessful) current projects, but

also useful guidelines for design. People Places: Design Guidelines for Urban Open Space
(Cooper Marcus and Francis, 1990) is by far the best "how to" book found.
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VI.

PLANNING FRAMEWORK
University of Arizona Campus Planning Origins:

The University of Arizona's Comprehensive Campus Plan (The University of
Arizona Department of Planning Services, 1988) is a long range development plan, adopted

by the Arizona Board of Regents in 1988. It provides general guidelines and direction for
the orderly physical development and enhancement of the University Planning Area.
The University Village Area Plan is a plan for a precinct identified in the
Comprehensive Campus Plan as a "Mixed -Use Area:" a conglomeration of many uses such

as group housing, religious uses, and commercial/retail uses. The University Village Area
Plan provides additional detail and clarity to that area, and is intended to guide future
development of this "sub -area" of campus (The University of Arizona Capital Facilities

Planning Department, 1992).
University Village Planning Area:

The University Village planning area is bounded by Speedway Boulevard on the
north, Campbell Avenue on the east, Second Street on the south, and the alley one -quarter

block west of Mountain Avenue on the west. For planning purposes, the area includes a
small section at the southwest corner of Speedway Boulevard and Campbell Avenue that is

outside the University Planning Area boundary (Figures 3 - 5).
What is a Village?

"....a village is generally viewed as a relatively small clustered settlement which is often dominated by older
homes and structures. Frequently the houses are spaced closely together at a crossroads, evoking the image of the
village as an identifiable place." The following are characteristics typically associated with a village:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

often found at crossroads
small, compact development pattern
usually small or narrow lots
pre- twentieth century in origin
nuclear origin (mill, store, tavern, extended family farmstead) (Bucks County Planning
Commission, 1989)
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Figure 5 - Existing Land Use
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The Function of a Town

"The essential function of a town should be visible from a single glance at the plan. This obviously is because the
arrangement of its parts reflects certain lines of force which represent also the combination of circumstances that
brought the town into being. Conversely, when a town lacks character and structure, the failure can nearly always
be traced to some impediment in the relationship of form to function, whereby the lines of force have become
confused, or have disappeared. This explains the amorphous character of so many modern towns, but it also
suggests the planner's opportunity" (Cullen, 1961).

Roots in Historical Planning:
The development of the University Village Area Plan was partially influenced by

input from the following three sources:
1. historical/traditional community planning characteristics;

2. Duany and Plater -Zyberk's neotraditional planning criteria; and,
3. additional studies and analyses conducted by The Department of Campus and
Facilities Planning.

Historical/traditional community planning characteristics are aspects of settlement patterns,

land use, and circulation which have been utilized throughout the history of human
settlement in a variety of community types. Neotraditional planning criteria developed by
Duany and Plater -Zyberk, appears to be based on historical/traditional community planning

characteristics. In addition it may also have been developed for the purpose of mitigating
problems associated with the coexistence of automobiles and pedestrians. Additional
studies and analyses, such as a site analysis and transportation analysis, were conducted
during the development of the University Village Area Plan. These three sources of
information inspired and influenced the development of the University Village Area Plan

and this paper, and assisted in providing a framework from which open space development
objectives and design guidelines can be proposed.
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HistoricallTraditional Community Planning Patterns:

The following nine community types have been evaluated to determine what the

basic settlement patterns were, and in what context land uses and circulation elements were

placed: (Gallion and Eisner, 1980; Listokin and Walker, 1989; Reps, 1979; State
University of New York, Campus Environmental Improvement Program, 1987) Note:
complete descriptions in Appendix A.
1. Classical Greek City

2. Medieval Town
3. Neoclassical Colonial American Town
4. Planned Towns of the Hispanic West - Laws of the Indies
5. Small Rural American Towns
6. Garden Cities
7. American New Towns
8. Subdivisions
9. Jeffersonian Campus Quad (included for comparison purposes)
Through this evaluation, it was determined that there is a basic community pattern

which is common to most of the nine community types listed above. There are always
exceptions to this pattern, especially in community types developed in the last century, such

as subdivisions. The pattern consists of a populated area with an edge or boundary, a
major circulation element, and a community center or square.
Community Center or Square

Circulation Element

Edge or Boundary

Figure 6 - Basic Community Diagram
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The town square or center was a thoroughly discussed community feature. The
following diagrams depict the uses normally adjacent to, associated with, or surrounding a

town center or square: (Gallion and Eisner, 1980; Reps, 1979; State University of New
York, Campus Environmental Improvement Program, 1987)

.

Civic and/or municipal buildings and
facilities.

Retail and commercial uses

vi.

ier

Community leader's residence or religious
institution.

Many of the larger communities also
contained minor parks and squares
throughout the community away from the
major community center or square.

Figure 7 - Town Square Use Diagrams
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It is interesting to note how many of the land uses associated with town squares
correspond to those proposed for the University Village (Figure 8) and the University

Community in general (Gallion and Eisner, 1980; State University of New York, Campus
Environmental Improvement Program, 1987). The Table below illustrates this notion.

LEGEND:

Town Center Includes:
Dining Facility
Academic
Offices
Recreation
Performance / Transitional
Small Group Housing

A/O
AH
CIR
P
E

GH
GR
PP
R

ACADEMIC /OFFICE
ACADEMIC/ HONORARY HOUSING
COMMERCIAL / RETAIL
PARKING
EDUCATION (PRIVATE OR DAYCARE)
GREEK HOUSING
GOVERNMENT RESEARCH

"POCKET 'PARK
RELIGIOUS

RN
S

SP
SIR

UH

Y97!

RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD
SINGLE FAMILY
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
SPORTS/ RECREATION
CITY OF TUCSON (WELL)
UNIVERSITY HOUSING - STUDENTS, FACULTY,
STAFF
LANDSCAPE BUFFER
®PEDESTRIAN /BICYCLE CORRIDOR
(CLOSED TO MOTOR VEHICLES)

Figure 8 - Proposed Land Use
Community
Type

Features Mentioned
In Literature

Translation In University Village and/or
UA Campus Core Context

Greek
Classical City

Assembly Hall
Council Halt
Agora/Market Place
Shops
Theater
Stadium
Temples
Church
Monastery
Guild Hall
Town Hall
Castle of the Lords
Meeting House
Common
Parks & Squares
Shops

Component of Fraternity/Sorority Residences
Possible Meeting Room in Town Center
Town Center
Town Center
Gallager - Kiva - Steward
Arizona Stadium
Religious Entities Tlroughout University Village
Religous Entities Throughout University Village
No religiously -oriented housing or seminary exists in University
The University in General
In Town Center
None (except Administration Building!)
Component of Fratemity/Sorority Residences
Town Center
Town Center - Highland/Warren Corridors - Pocket Parks
Town Center

Medieval

Neo Classical Colonial American

Table 1 - Land Uses of Selected Community Types and Corresponding University Uses
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Streets were a major determinant of community patterns. Just as the notion of a
community center or square was discussed throughout history, so have circulators of
public travel. The street was often discussed in the context of the public square or town
center. There are at least four circulation characteristics (not including combinations)

mentioned which relate to the town square: (Galion and Eisner, 1980; Reps, 1979; State
University of New York, Campus Environmental Improvement Program, 1987) (Figure 9)

Streets radiate from the town square.
Medieval Towns
Hispanic Towns of the West

Streets go through the town square.
Neo Classical/Colonial American
Rural American Agricultural Towns
-

Streets terminate at the town square.
Classical Greek City
Jeffersonian Quad
-

Streets surround the town square.
Garden Cities
New Towns

Figure 9 - Street Patterns Associated with Town Squares
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Colonnades or arcades were used in one form or another in many of the community
types mentioned - even along main streets of older small American communities of the

west. Although specific uses for these architectural elements were not mentioned, it is
assumed to be mainly for modulation of climatic conditions, and to create a unified

architectural theme for buildings in the center of the town. Building orientation and
setbacks were also mentioned as means for controlling climatic impacts, especially as

discussed in the Laws of the Indies, which were guidelines for the lay -out of Hispanic

Towns of the West, and other colonialized settlements (Gallon and Eisner, 1980; Reps,
1979) (Figure 10).

Colonnaded street frontage

-o-

Building setbacks for hot climate areas

-o-

#-xH`
N%Nt'Fow

'I-'

Building setbacks for cold climate areas

Figure 10 - Architectural Features and Setbacks Used as Climatic Modulators
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Duany and Plater -Zyberk's Neotraditional Planning Criteria:
"Neotraditional" village or town planning and design has been popular in recent

years. Neotraditional planning utilizes eighteenth and nineteenth century towns as models,
to shape the way we organize the places in which we live and work, and to provide

environments that are sensitive to human scale (Shoshkes, n.d.). The abundance of articles
published on Neotraditional planning, and more specifically, Seaside, Florida, seems to
indicate the importance of neotraditional planning. Seaside was planned by the team of
Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater -Zyberk and reflects a "new traditionalism" in urban

planning. They have brought the term neotraditional into the forefront of American

planning (USDOT, 1991). Unlike many other, more transitory, design terms and ideas
which come and go, the neotraditional movement means more than just a style or type of
architecture; more than just a way of organizing plans and proposals; more than just a way
to sell real estate.

The term "neotraditional" may best be defined by Seaside's ad slogan: "The new

town. The old ways" (Patton, 1991). The term literally means "new tradition." Plans for
communities to be built in this fashion evoke a response to the old cliche: "why don't they

make things like they use to." In terms of designing communities, this is exactly what is
hoped to be accomplished.
When reviewing Duany and Plater- Zyberk's work, it may initially appear to be

based on new ideas utilized within a "suburban" setting. One may wonder why, or how, is
the work of Duany and Plater -Zyberk relevant to the University Village area of the

University of Arizona campus which is generally thought of as "urban" in nature? Seaside
is a new community - a place carved out of raw land, and therefore, quite different than the

redevelopment of existing areas such as neighborhoods within and around the University
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of Arizona. Duany and Plater -Zyberk's inner city redevelopment plan for Trenton, New
Jersey, or the Mashpee Commons plan in Massachusetts, are similar to the University
Village in that they develop new plans within, or adjacent to, an existing development
(Duany and Plater -Zyberk, 1991). This practice makes neotraditional planning very
popular at this time, especially in areas where urban sprawl has forced subdivisions to be

located further and further from central business districts. The work of Duany and PlaterZyberk promotes a new traditionalism in urban planning and design that utilizes American

small towns as community models, and as alternatives to urban sprawl and the degradation

of the central city (Shoshkes, n.d.).
It is not the specific planning and design proposals and ideas themselves which

determine whether a community is planned "neotraditionally." Rather, it is the methods of
planning and design which are used to discover qualities or attributes of traditional

vernacular development which can be applied to modem plans and designs. Extensive
research and analysis is utilized, which searches the past for fundamental design and

planning principles. These may then be translated into, or provoke, a positive design

response to modem planning issues and problems.
Although there are urban "village -type" prototypical plans and developments, there

are no specific "models" for campus "villages." The creation of a gazebo at the beach in

Seaside cannot apply to the University of Arizona in the Sonoran Desert Southwest. But
the notion of a gazebo as a landmark which terminates a view corridor, or provides a
reference point and gathering place, may be adaptable to places like the University Village.
Duany and Plater -Zyberk's neotraditional planning criteria listed below became

evident when reviewing their planning and design strategies. Their plans generally utilize

the following precepts: (Figure 11)
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Squares and parks are distributed throughout
the neighborhoods. They are designed as
settings for informal social activity and
recreation, as well as larger civic gatherings.
Civic buildings, planned in coordination with
public open spaces, are prominently sited ideally terminating vistas and enclosing
streets to serve as landmarks. These
buildings serve to accommodate social,
cultural, and religious activities.
Streets and squares are primary public spaces
of towns or neighborhoods, as well as
facilitator of vehicle and pedestrian
movement.

Streets are designed to make places where
pedestrians feel comfortable as well as to
provide for automobile travel.
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Parallel parking remains wherever possible to
meet parking demands and to protect the
pedestrian.

Paths through squares and parks, and mid block alleys, provide pedestrian routes
throughout towns, in addition to street and
sidewalk systems.

The alignment of trees and other plantings,
sidewalk widths, and build -to lines, are all
variables in the design of streets that
characterize and distinguish neighborhoods
(Duany and Plater -Zyberk, 1991).

Figure 11 - Duany and Plater -Zyberk's Neotraditional Planning Criteria

The University Model
"Visionary planners such as Duany and Plater -Zyberk have rightfully adopted the traditional small town as the
model that can save us from the pollution, monotony of design, and emptiness of spirit of 20th century sprawl"
( Dulken, 1982). Dulken goes on to suggest that an equally promising model is the traditional university campus.
Because the campus is usually at the heart of self -contained neighborhoods, it provides vibrant mixes of public
and private spaces, linked by pedestrian routes. Within these areas housing, work, shopping, and recreation are
usually quickly and easily accessible. Campuses also offer ample open spaces, making them particularly
attractive.

In addition, Dulken states that the ideal university campus generally adheres to the basic objectives of a
neotraditional town. A variety of functions are within reach of pedestrians, (while offering other transportation
alternatives as well) contains a variety of housing types, and restores public life by creating streets and plazas
where people can gather.
Dulken also believes that the overall university environment can be used as a model for an ideal community. One
only has to experience a university environment to appreciate this fact. Elaborate models, drawings or diagrams
are not required to understand the overwhelmingly positive nature of most university campuses.
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The Example of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania was the first large American city to be laid out on a grid. It is usually credited with
being the inspiration for rectangular town planning in the nineteenth century. The city also featured a large
central square and four smaller squares reserved for recreation which constituted America's first public parks
(Listokin and Walker, 1989).

Application to The University Village Area Plan:

There are some inconsistencies between Duany and Plater -Zyberk's general criteria

for neotraditional planning and historical/traditional planning characteristics. However, the
importance of the community center or square remains intact, and there are additional
elements of Duany and Plater -Zyberk's criteria which are important contributors to the

development of design guidelines.
The first five components of Duany and Plater -Zyberk's planning/design criteria are

generally consistent with historical/traditional planning characteristics. However there

appears to be some contradiction with there own criteria. For example, if neighborhoods
are planned within five- minute walking radius of town centers, why is it necessary to locate

important civic spaces throughout the neighborhoods? Isn't it preferable to concentrate as
many of these places and activities in the town center as possible? This seems to contradict
the historical tradition of locating these uses within and around town centers, squares, and
market places.

Generally speaking there is one major aspect of both traditional community patterns
and Duany and Plater -Zyberk's planning criteria which greatly influenced the arrangement

of land use, circulation and open space within the University Village: the community square

or center. The notion of providing a center was a concept which was originally presented
in very preliminary concepts for the University Village, in the form of a large recreation
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space. The center was originally not thought of in the context of villages, or even towns.
Rather, it was conceived for the purpose of providing campus open space, which added a
much needed turf area in this precinct of campus. The surrounding land uses were to be
sororities and fraternities, and First Street would terminate at either end of the space. The
concept of a center as a component of a village or town came about during a charette which

is discussed further in the following section of this document.

Additional Studies and Analyses:

A number of studies and analyses were conducted prior to, and during, the
development of the University Village Area Plan. Summaries of these activities follow:

Literature /Project Review:

A variety of appropriate projects were studied from

published literature and in plans and planning documents requested from universities,

municipalities, and private professionals from around the United States. Projects reviewed
were either associated with the development of group housing in a university setting, such
as plans for "Urban Villages" adjacent to the San Diego State University, (Planck, 1989) or
were examples of neotraditional communities, such the plan for Seaside, Florida.
It was determined during the University Village planning process that it would be

important to "test" some of the planning and design concepts presented in the variety of
projects reviewed for use in the University Village planning area, e.g., infili development,

cluster housing, common space and amenities, and housing densities.
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Campus Infill

Campus infill is often viewed as impure architecture. Some recognize it as a mediation between preceding and
present methods for philosophies about planning. Renewed appreciation for traditional urban spaces, has forced
architects who build on American campuses today to assemble within the patterns of our aggregate campuses.
As university campuses become more densely developed, planners are forced to be more judicious, and to
understand that campus planning issues are actually urban design issues. The fundamental problem with infll
planning is how to configure buildings so that they help define outdoor spaces - something that a proliferation of
"object- buildings" has not been able to do (Arcidi, 1990).

Location Analysis: The original focus of the planning effort was to locate a place for the
development of greek student chapter housing. The University of Arizona Planning Area
and several surrounding adjacent areas were evaluated for the potential development or

redevelopment of a greek student community. Attention was paid to existing "pockets" of
greek housing large enough to accommodate the desired number of living units; areas with
the fewest physical and financial constraints; and, areas within reasonable distance of the
campus, student services and retail/commercial enterprises.
The Mixed -Use area identified in the Comprehensive Campus Plan was selected as

the site for a greek community partially because of the existing compatible uses,

opportunities for infili development, and adjacent uses such as the Main Campus and
commercial and retail uses in the area. The primary reason for selecting this area was
because it was determined that the focus of the planning effort should not be just on greek
housing, but on creating a multi -use community, which includes other student housing,

commercial, retail, and religious uses.

Charette: A charette was conducted once the area for the village was selected. The charette
included approximately fifteen University staff members tasked with the preparation of a

greek chapter house development plan. The purpose of the charette was to gain an
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understanding of the development opportunities and constraints associated with the area.
A key outcome of the charette was the recognition of existing "patterns" of
development. This led to the realization that the area lacked both cohesion and organization

(Figure 12).
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Further analysis resulted in a proposal to illustrate the proposed consolidation and
relationship of community patterns (Figure 13).
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Analysis of these and other existing development and circulation characteristics,

such as the underpass corridors, led to the development of the University Village Concept.
Subsequent review of historical/traditional community planning characteristics, and the
influence of Duany and Plater -Zyberk's planning criteria strengthened the concept (Figure
14).

Figure 14 - University Village Concept

Site Analysis: A revealing aspect of the analysis conducted during University Village

Area Plan development was the existing relationship of land -coverage types. Over one -half
(52 %) of the 47 -acre Village planning area consisted of streets and parking lots. The other

half was devoted to building coverage (18 %) and open space, such as front, side and rear
yards, and other significant planted areas, (30 %). After identifying streets and parking
areas to be removed for open space projects and infill development, the remaining plan
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showed a relationship of "paved" surface areas to open space and area covered by buildings

of 17% for streets and parking lots, (paved areas) 28% for building coverage, and 55%
for open space (see Table 2).

Existing

Total Acres

(Acres)

Building Coverage

Percent
of
Village
Area

Percent

Proposed*
(Acres)

of
Village

A

Area

8.5

18.1%

13.2

4.7

28.1%

Streets and Parking Lots

24.4

51.9%

8.0

-16.4

17.0%

Open Space

14.1

30.0%

25.8

11.7

54.9%

47.0

100.0%

47.0

0

100.0%

Totals

Generalized use characteristics by type reflected within the "full -build" development (15 -20 year
planning horizon) of the University Village Planning Area.
SOURCE:

The University of Arizona Department of Campus
and Facilities Planning

Table 2 - University Village Plan Area Development Summary

The analysis provided a great stimulus for further study and formulation of policy
related to the development of open space in the University Village. The analysis revealed
such a lack of human amenities such as landscaping in this area of campus that the planning
group felt sorry for any one that lived there. The graphics illustrated the generally "bleak"
existing conditions of the neighborhood, and the proposed increase in the ratio of "green
space" versus "hardscape" (extensive paved areas) were dramatic in their representation of

contrast (Figures 15 and 16).
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Transportation Analysis: A transportation planning and engineering consulting firm was
hired to conduct a vehicle traffic and parking analysis for the University Village. The firm
evaluated several alternatives for traffic routing, and analyzed present and future parking

supply and demand. Major findings of the study were:
1. The existing one -way traffic routing should be maintained along with existing
traffic control devises, i.e., no signalized intersections other than existing
needed.

2. A proposal to close First Street (Main Street) to vehicle traffic is not feasible. It
may be feasible however, to close Main Street in the vicinity of Town Center
during special events which would require the rerouting of some street
segments.
3. Future parking demand cannot be met in University Village, but a plan for
eventually moving the majority of parking for the Village north of Speedway
Boulevard is feasible (Parsons -Brinkerhoff, 1992).

Community Participation: The development of the University Village Area Plan involved
extensive public input and participation. Nearly seventy informal and formal public
meetings were held on the plan over a two-year period. The final plan incorporated a
number of significant changes, especially in reference to providing for increased safety in

the Village, and reflected comments from students, neighbors, community members, and

University and City of Tucson staff.
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VII. UNIVERSITY VILLAGE OPEN SPACE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Understanding that the University Village Area Plan and material discussed earlier

in this document sets forth the planning framework, the focus of this study turns to a more
specific application of these planning and open space development notions with the addition
of detail. The detail arises from the assumption that if one attempts to utilize a broad -based

traditional approach to planning the arrangement of land uses, public spaces, and
circulation patterns, there are likely to be more specific open space design attributes which

should also be explored. For the University Village, these attributes are represented in the
form of goals and recommendations for the development of open space features and
characteristics.
The University Village Area Plan proposes a number of open space development

projects which will contribute to the overall "livability" of the area. The development of

"Town Center" stands out as being the primary public space to be developed. However,
there are many other projects that will also contribute to the overall success of this

important campus community.
The overall goal of the University Village Area Plan for open space development is
to improve the eventual appearance of the Village with landscaping and amenities which are

appropriate to Tucson and the Sonoran Desert region, and provide areas which can be used
for active and passive recreation, public circulation and interaction. A variety of amenities
and features are proposed to be incorporated to enhance the University Village as a special,
identifiable place to be shared and enjoyed by the entire campus community.
Another fundamental goal of the University Village Area Plan is to encourage a

broad mix of diverse student populations. The plan accommodates such varied groups as
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religious institutions, academic honoraries, and fraternities and sororities. The University
Village Area Plan proposes a hierarchy of open space intended to promote communitysharing attributes of the University Village.

Visual Quality and Open Space (General):

The University Village Area Plan proposes the following features and
characteristics which relate to the overall objective for visual quality and open space (Figure
17):

Enhanced streetscapes and intersections will be developed as a communityintegrating component of the Village.
Development of "gateways" will be considered as University Village transition
elements at each end of First street.
Alleys and interior parking areas (including trash receptacle enclosures) will be
redeveloped.
A standard design "family" of landscape elements and amenities such as
lighting, benches, trash receptacles, tree grates, and drinking fountains will be
incorporated throughout the Village.
Various types of public art at a variety of scales and locations, including
"participatory" or interactive sculpture, will be installed.
Places for active recreation will be provided as well as places for more passive
activities (e.g., studying and meeting friends).
A "shade network" of pedestrian canopy trees and/or structures along all street
sidewalks and pedestrian corridors will be developed.
Harvesting of surface stormwater run -off for landscaping will be encouraged.

Environmental modulating features and systems such as cool towers will be
incorporated into large public gathering areas.
Information kiosks, directories and signs to improve wayfinding and enhance
Village identity will be installed.
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Landscaping

Landscaping can establish a strong overall unified visual impression of a village. Unity can be achieved through
the use of plants of similar shape, texture and color. A simple massing would be most effective for passing
motorists, with a mixture of deciduous and evergreen species to provide color year around (Bucks County Planning
Commission, 1989).
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Figure 17 - Visual Quality and Open Space

European Alternatives

Europeans often have new and innovative solutions to problems often not thought of in the United States. In
particular, they way Europeans address issues related to safety and competition for space between automobiles and
pedestrians, they seem to give greater respect to the latter. The article "Learning from Europe" in the APA Journal
vol. 58, No. 1, pp. 3 -7, (Masser, 1992), discusses several features of European planning. In one section called
"Selected Cases" there is a very short discussion on traffic management techniques in residential areas in the
Netherlands termed "woon er?' which has been a great success. The distinctive feature of the woon erf concept is
that pedestrians have priority over the whole street and there is no rigid separation of carriageway and sidewalk.
Motor traffic within woon -erven is required to travel at speeds between ten and fifteen miles per hour and street
furniture and parking arrangements are positioned to make sure that this is the case. A national opinion poll
determined that 70 percent of the population considered the scheme to be either desirable or very desirable.
Although we in the United States may find it difficult to attempt solutions such as the one described, there is much
to be said for European innovation. The idea that pedestrians could have greater importance than automobiles,
especially in a campus environment, is something that should be promoted.
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Safety and Crime Prevention:
The principles of crime preventive design and defensible space should be utilized in

the planning and design of outdoor space, particularly for major pedestrian paths and

usable open spaces. This means design which discourages criminal activity and
encourages visual surveillance by University Village users, as well as campus security and

police personnel (Figure 18).
Sufficient night lighting must be provided along major pedestrian routes, in
activity nodes, in parking areas and structures, and at building entrances, public
restrooms, and kiosks.
An integrated system of well -lit "night -safety paths" linking University Village
entries and night -time activity areas should be developed. These "night - safety
paths" are proposed to be located along First and Second Streets, Cherry
Avenue, and the Highland and Warren Avenue pedestrian/bicycle corridors.

Consistent with the "night -safety path" concept, emergency "blue- light" phones
should be located at the pedestrian underpasses, adjacent to proposed open
spaces, and other locations as appropriate.
The design of open spaces will attempt to create active, well -used space which
discourages any undesirable activity.

Landscaping and walls should be designed to maintain visibility within heavy
traffic areas, and not as screens for potential intruders.
Maximum visual accessibility and lighting of open landscaped areas and other
public spaces must be ensured.

Where possible, elevation differences, view "windows," and vistas should be
used to encourage surveillance between intensely used pedestrian areas, and
between pedestrian areas and well -traveled streets.
Provide a "family" of identifiable elements such as kiosks, at termini of
pedestrian ways, and near major activity areas.
Kiosks should contain important information/wayfmding features such as
maps, emergency information, and a public telephone.
Plantings adjacent to view windows (or corridors) should not interfere with
direct visual access to terminating features, but can assist in help "framing" an
important view.
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Design will encourage development of identifiable open space "territories" with
which people associate themselves and neighboring users. This is especially
appropriate in the residential areas of the University Village student community.
As the University Village Plan is implemented, the monitoring of safety related
concerns by the Student Advisory Council on Facilities Management
(SACFAM) needs to be ensured.
In the course of Village development, patrols will need to occur at levels
determined necessary or appropriate by the University Chief of Police, in
consultation with Village residents and SACFAM.
Signs should be provided to indicate up- coming potential points of conflict
between modes of transportation, e.g., at major mid -block pedestrian street

crossings.
Crosswalk enhancements such as special paving materials should be provided at
all major intersections.
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Traffic Circulation, Parking and Transit:
The automobile will be de- emphasized as a means of transportation in the

University Village. At the same time, the automobile must be recognized and
accommodated in limited ways (Figure 19).
Mountain and Cherry Avenues will remain key campus circulators and
secondary "gateway" entrances to the University campus.
Segments of First Street could be closed on a temporary or intermittent basis
(e.g., during peak pedestrian periods or for special events) to enhance the
pedestrian orientation of the University Village "Main Street" and central
campus core.
North -south street segments such as Highland and Warren Avenues between
First and Second Streets will be closed and converted to open space and
pedestrian use.
The unique and special campus identity of the University Village will be
enhanced by renaming existing or newly developed streets. For example,
names of literary, philosophy, science, or local personages could be used to
reinforce East Village, West Village and Town Center identity setting
characteristics.
Privately owned surface lots may be eliminated over time and utilized as part of
an integrated, redeveloped system of smaller, interior block surface lots.

Parallel parking should remain where possible, but should be striped wider than
the standard in order to mitigate possible bicycle conflicts due to opening of car
doors.
"Pedestrian-friendly" trams may be operated on major corridors, including
underpasses, linking the University Village to other campus areas and
peripheral surface parking lots.
Utilization of the bus transit stations at Highland and Warren Avenue
underpasses by the University Village community will be encouraged.
Town Center will contain a major campus shuttle stop from which riders can
gain access to the campus shuttle system, which will link with city
transportation modes.
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Automobile Invasion
In his book "The Concise Townscape," Cullen (1961) has the following to say about the negative influence of
automobiles on towns: ".... two results arising from the universal flooding of our towns by the motor -car: 1. the
suppression of variety and character in the ground surface; and, 2. the invasion of the pedestrian reserves. This
observation is beginning to be recognized even in communities as automobile -dependent as Phoenix, Arizona.
Planners there recognize that the weighing of the many undesirable side -effects of street and parking projects has
been missing from the decision making process. The process has "failed to recognize that transportation
improvements have driven landuse decisions, failed to incorporate alternative modes of transportation, and
virtually ignored the needs of pedestrians" (City of Phoenix, Planning Department, 1990).

Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation:
The University Village is envisioned to be a pedestrian and bicycle -oriented

community, with visually pleasant, environmentally modulated, and safety- conscious
passages within the Village (see Figure 20).
The primary north -south pedestrian circulation corridors will be Highland and
Warren Avenues between Speedway and Second Street. Mountain and Cherry
Avenues will function as secondary pedestrian circulators.
The primary bicycle circulation will be via Mountain Avenue (city designated
bicycle pathway) and the Warren Avenue underpass and corridor. Secondary
north -south bicycle circulation will be accommodated by the Highland Avenue
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underpass and Cherry Avenue.
Bicycles travelling west will be accommodated by the University Village "Main"
(First) Street. Eastbound bicycle travel will be accommodated by Second
Street.
The pedestrian walking experience will be enhanced by landscaping and the
development of "shade networks," and will include amenities such as pedestrianlevel lighting, drinking fountains, and seating areas.
The pedestrian/bicycle system will be integrated with the overall campus
network, as well as public and semi -public open space.
A Village sign and information system will be implemented to enhance
wayfinding, as well as contribute to community identity.
Bicycle parking facilities areas will be constructed with all new development in
University Village.

A program for assisting private property owners to develop secure and efficient
bicycle parking throughout the Village should be implemented.
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Infrastructure:
There are opportunities within the University Village to promote the use of high
technology communication services such as fiber- optical connection from University

computer systems to new and existing facilities, and to promote environmental awareness
through the use of water harvesting, solar orientation principles and environmental

modulating features such as cool towers. Physical constraints associated with existing and
proposed development also necessitates the incorporation of established principles for the

conveyance, utilization and or storage of storm water. Projects promoting the use of high
technologies and resource conservation should be developed as discrete sub -systems which
are in turn related to larger University systems (Figure 21).
Promote the University Village as a community that will demonstrate efficient,
economical water and energy conservation, and resource recovery technologies.
Encourage the incorporation of technologies such as: water harvesting, Solar
considerations, recycling, and applied University research.

Locate all overhead utility services underground.

Decrease the amount of impervious surfaces, such as parking lots, which will
decrease stormwater run -off.

mm NI EXISTING ELECTRIC SERVICE

EXISTING SEWER CLEANOUT

EXISTING SANITARY SEWER (INDICATING
DIRECTION OF FLOW)

o

POTENTIAL WATER HARVESTING SYSTEM

EXISTING SEWER MANHOLE

Figure 21 - Infrastructure
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VIII. THE UNIVERSITY VILLAGE AREA PLAN ILLUSTRATIVE

The University Village Area Plan illustrative depicts the proposed relationship of

land use, arrangement of public spaces, development of circulation systems, and other
open space elements, in order to provide an overall "vision" for future development.
Essentially, this plan was meant to illustrate the objectives and proposals of the University
Village Area Plan.

Much debate went into whether or not this drawing should have been included in
the University Village Area Plan document. It may well be that a more simple "bubble"
diagram could have been utilized which would have mitigated the possibilities for an overly

literal interpretation of the plan. However, it was determined that in order for people to
better understand what was hoped to be accomplished by this planning effort, it should be
included.
Description:

The illustrative plan can best be described as an infili development plan which

includes redeveloped circulation routes and public spaces. The existing arrangement and
use of the streets in the area has been retained with the exception of the Highland and

Warren Avenue Pedestrian Corridors. The major change in the proposed circulation

system from the existing system, is the redevelopment of alleys and parking. Most of the
existing parking lots, both public and private, are now utilized as mein building sites. This
forced the redevelopment of the alleys into service access ways and parking.
Village Organization:

The Village is divided into three major sections: the East Village, West Village, and

Town Center. The focal points of East and West Village are the intersections of the Warren
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and Highland Linear Park/Circulation Corridors, respectively, and Main (First) Street.

Clustered around, and focussed upon, these "nodes" is greek housing. Besides greek
housing, the predominant additional land use in the East Village is commercial and retail,

and in the West Village, academic and office use. Both of the villages contain "pocket"
parks, religious facilities and spaces for recreation where it is expected community building
activities will occur.

Town Center is located within the center of University Village just west of Cherry

Avenue. The main focus of Town Center is a large public space created by the arrangement
of the surrounding "Village Commons" group or multi- resident apartment building, and a
multi-use Village Community Center which includes food service and private enterprises

(Figure 22).
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IX.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES, CONSIDERATIONS AND DESIGN
GUIDELINES FOR OPEN SPACE ELEMENTS
The major open space elements proposed for the University Village are: Town

Center, Warren and Highland Avenue Linear Parks /Corridors; Main Street; Pocket Parks;

University Village Gateways; and, Alleys and Adjacent Areas. Implementation of these
elements are fundamental to the success of University Village. They will serve as the
primary areas for public use, pedestrian and bicycle circulation, and for commercial activity

and services. These are the public elements which will require extensive planning,
coordination - and capital by the University (Figure 22).
Design guidelines have been developed based on contributing input to the

University Village Area Plan and earlier discussions in this paper. These were: the general
attributes of the historical/traditional community development patterns; Duany and Plater

Zyberk's planning/design criteria; and, additional studies and analyses. In addition, the
"Open Space Typology" developed for the Draft Comprehensive Campus Plan (The

University of Arizona Planning Services Department, 1988), served as a model.
A description of the open space element is provided, followed by a list of the
general objectives and considerations for development, and then a list of reference numbers
which indicate the type of open space elements and design guidelines which would be

included with the project described. The open space design guidelines are listed on 11"x
17" pages which can be pulled out for easy reference at the end of the chapter. Drawings
have been included for the major open space elements (Town Center, Main Street, Warren

and Highland Avenue Linear Park/Corridors, and the Pocket Parks) in order to illustrate the

design objectives, in Appendix B.
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Great Urban Spaces
The Village green in feudal times and the marketplace of the medieval town provided urban spaces for communal
celebrations, similar to the plazas of South and Central American peasant villages and the "korso" of eastern
European villages today. These are all unquestionably pedestrian spaces, and their popularity today is as much
admired as in medieval time. However, in modern European and American cities, the greatest urban spaces were
not primarily pPsb$trian but were those open areas used by carriages and other forms of transportation as well.
Formal avenues with pedestrian promenades, town squares, landscaped parks, and pleasure gardens all developed as
a means of maintaining order between the pedestrian and the driver (Mumford, 1961; Newton, 1971).

Town Center:
Town Center will contain the most important public open space(s) in the University

Village. It will be the focal point of both planned and impromptu community and
University -wide activities. It may even become a popular destination for the residents of
the greater -University area, if the appropriate commercial and retail uses are included, and
the open space is developed into a stimulating and comfortable urban public space (see

Appendix B).
General Objectives and Considerations:
Development should provide spaces that are available to the entire campus
community and adjacent neighborhoods.
Should be a "destination" public space as well as a major pedestrian circulation
space.
Smaller spaces within this area should accommodate a wide range of activities.

Design Guidelines (please refer to the end of this chapter for guidelines):

Town Center North - A, B, D, E, G, H, I, J
Town Center South - A, B, C, D, F, H, K, M
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Warren and Highland Avenue Linear Parks /Corridors:

The Warren and Highland Avenue underpasses were constructed during the

Speedway Boulevard widening project in 1990. The underpasses provide safe crossings
under a major city arterial and provide opportunities for refuge from the harsh local climate.

The Warren underpass entry ramps have been fully developed, i,e, landscaping, water
feature, and special paving. The Highland ramps have yet to be fully developed.
The two underpasses provide important linkages to the north from the Main
Campus, and create unifying elements for the East and West Villages. Eventually these

pedestrian and bicycle corridors will serve the entire campus from north to south. Both
corridors can be viewed as "linear parks" because of attributes such as turf for recreation,
shade trees, and sitting areas and other amenities often associated with parks rather than

just widened sidewalks (see concept illustrative in Appendix B).
General Objectives and Considerations:
The Warren Avenue Linear Park/Corridor will serve primarily people going
back and forth from the Main Campus and the Arizona Health Sciences Center
north of Speedway Boulevard.

The corridor will also serve as the primary pedestrian access to existing and
future retail and commercial development on either side of speedway.
Much of the parking for special events held on the east mall, McKale Center and
the Stadium is north of Speedway Boulevard which results in an increase in
foot traffic on this corridor.

Overall, this corridor, compared to the Highland corridor will get more use
from the general public rather than primarily students, therefore it should be
designed with the general public in mind.

Most of the corridor will be covered with a deciduous tree canopy. The
suggested species is Fraxinus velutina "Modesto Ash," or Fraxinus velutina
"Fan -Tex Ash."
The Highland Avenue Linear Park/Corridor will serve as the major north -south
pedestrian corridor in the middle of campus and the West Village.
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The primary users of this corridor will be the University community.
Because of the abundance of housing and academic uses in this area, this
corridor will serve as a much -needed recreational amenity in addition to being a
major pathway. Therefore turf should be provided for informal recreation and
gathering.
Signs to direct pedestrians should be provided at key locations.
A kiosk with telephone should be placed in the corridors at the alley between
First and Second Streets. This will act as an information and security feature as
well as a visual terminus to the alley corridors.
Design Guidelines:

A, D, E, G, H, I, J, L

Main Street:

Main Street (First St.) will serve as a major pedestrian, bicycle, vehicular and
campus shuttle circulation route for University Village. It will be the most important east -

west unifying open space element.
General Objectives and Considerations:
The Main Street streetscape should be designed in a semi -formal fashion.

There are elements which could make it more formal: common corner
development at intersections, evenly spaced trees (new), common species of
newly planted trees, "gateway" development at either end, wide sidewalks, tree
grates (in the Town Center) street furniture, lighting and other amenities.
Elements which could make it more informal: leaving of healthy and attractive
street trees, varying front yard landscapes, varying architecture, varying comer
development design, and most importantly, varying implementation schedule
(except for Town Center).

Minor streets other than Main Street should be informal.

Parallel parking should be retained where possible. This will promote a livelier
streetscape in which there is greater community interaction, and provide a buffer
to pedestrians.
The suggested street tree species is Prosopis sp. - South American Hybrid
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Mesquite (thornless).
Design Guidelines:

A, B, H, J, M

Neighborhood Parks
For everyone, there is the need for companionship and being with others. This implies the need for designers of
outdoor areas to provide convenient gathering places in every development. For parks this is especially
important, because as public nodes they are ideally situated for visual and verbal interaction. Whether this means
sharing experiences with friends by way of games and activities, or just visiting doesn't matter, whoever uses the
park can determine how they want to use it. The most important thing is that it is there to begin with. It becomes
apparent therefore, that a park does not have to contain equipment and game courts, or provide directed activities
to satisfy a basic human need. (Rutledge, 1971).

Pocket Parks:
It is generally accepted that there is a need for gathering places like neighborhood

parks, (to be called "pocket parks" in University Village) and that they would be an asset to

the community. Final designs for the parks should not be "over-designed" which would
discourage the desired "impromptu" uses and make them less versatile. However, because
of the inherent nature of the proposed locations for the parks, i.e. between and among
existing greek housing, there will most likely be exclusive use by the surrounding
properties, which may decrease versatility.
It will be very important to have community involvement in the design process for
the pocket parks because what ever the advantages and disadvantages associated with
exclusive use may be, it should be recognized that neighborhoods actively involved in the

development of their own park may have strong territorial feelings about its use, resulting

in safer, more manageable parks (Cooper Marcus and Francis, 1990).
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General Objectives and Considerations:

Prepare for both planned and unplanned consequences of the design. Allow for
continuous feedback on the use of the park and consider modification as park
use becomes established and predictable.
Pocket parks should be developed as "supplemental" open space for passive
recreation and a much needed urban refuge.
Parks should be designed to provide an open turf area for playing catch, rush
activities, and community building events.
Parks should be walled and well lighted for security.
The perimeter should contain trees to visually screen the adjacent buildings.
A sufficiently wide buffer should be created between adjacent uses and the
pocket parks.

Design Guidelines:

C, D, G, H, I, K

University Village Gateways:

Gateway features for University Village will provide identification and a sense of

arrival. It is important that this community be viewed as a unique place within the Campus.
General Objectives and Considerations:

Although noticeable, the gateways should not be overbearing.

Gateways should not reflect popular trends in architecture and design, but
display an elegant permanence.
Gateways should provide an inviting sense of "entrance" into the Village but not
present an exclusive appearance image.

Gateways should provide clear means for identifying the Village. Consider
locating at each end of Main Street.
Gateways may occupy air -space above the street, but should not impede vehicle
access.

Design Guidelines:

A, H, I, J, M
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What to do with Alleys

At Ursinus College, a small liberal arts college in Collegeville, Pennsylvania, a "Residential Village" is being
developed which utilizes design strategies often associated with neotraditional planning. The project mainly
involves the renovation of a section of campus which contains very large former single -family homes which have
been converted into student housing. There was a plan to demolish the homes and redevelop the area, but instead
it was determined that it would be favorable to preserve the "college town" character of Main Street and maintain
good relations with the community.
One of the more innovative elements of the project was not the renovations to the homes, but the creation of a
new parking and pedestrian system. Consolidation of all the rear yards enabled the grouping of common parking,
driveway access and open space. Landscaped parking lots were placed behind the buildings with main entrances
off side streets. This made it possible to close most of the driveways on Main Street, thus mitigating pedestrian vehicle conflicts (Sutro, 1990).

Alleys and Adjacent Areas:

The alleys in the existing University Village area are probably some of the worst

outdoor areas in the entire University. They are unpaved, insufficiently wide, and
disorganized. Along with the following proposals for alley and adjacent area development,
a program should be undertaken which monitors the use and maintenance of the alleys once

they are developed. It needs to be recognized that the alleys can provide a valuable
resource to the Village which is currently under -utilized.

General Objectives and Considerations:

When an alley is redeveloped, i.e. paving, trash enclosures, lights, etc., there
will undoubtedly be areas "left- over" which will require development. These
should be carefully designed to enhance adjacent landscaped areas.
Vegetation should not obstruct visibility from alley termini, or other view
corridors.
Access from alley termini to adjacent pedestrian ways should contain adequate
pathways with lighting and direct access to emergency phones.

Design Guidelines:

B, H, I, M
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Design Guidelines
A.

MAJOR PATHWAY

Design Guidelines:
1.
Provide visual access to buildings and
open spaces.
2.
Provide physical access for all users
including emergency and fire vehicle
access.
3.
Allow winter sun, provide summer shade.
4.
Differentiate pathway with different
paving material and texture.
5.
Acknowledge tendency for "shortcutting"
between pathways.
6.
Provide night lighting along pathway.
7.
Provide blue -light emergency phones and
regular phones as well.
8.
Provide visual features as focal points in

key locations.
B.

ENTRANCES TO BUILDING

Design Guidelines:
1.
Place entry areas just off major pathways,

D.

Design Guidelines:
1.
Locate removed from major pathways, in
open and private areas /settings.
2.
Allow for winter sun/summer shade,
windbreak and barrier plantings.
3.
Provide a mix of various types of seating:
permanent/removable, formal/mformal,
seatwalls and ledges, backed benches, etc.

E.

6.

Entry areas should be easily identifiable.
Provide entry statement with welcoming
qualities.
Provide accessible doorways.
Provide for the following elements near
doorways: shelters, seating areas, stand and- talk areas, bicycle parking, night
lighting, accessible building
identification, special paving.
Place decorative plantings near entrance.

C.

USABLE LAWN

4.
5.

Design Guidelines:
1.
Place removed from major pathways.
2.
Provide transfer points for physically
challenged.
3.
Provide sun and shade options.
4.
Turf should be well -drained, and canopy
trees, barrier plantings should be provided
where necessary to control movement.

TABLE SEATING

Design Guidelines:
Provide tables with chairs or benches, and
i.
accessible table /chairs for the physically
challenged.
2.
Select small group tables instead of picnic

3.
4.
5.

and or Town Square.

2.
3.

BENCH AND LEDGE SEATING

6.
7.
8.

9.

F.

tables.
Locate off of major paths.
Use buildings to create pockets or patio
areas for seating.
Provide open visual access and private
visual options.
Provide service access to food areas.
Provide areas for winter sun and summer
shade.
Locate adjacent to food services.
Planting areas may include, canopy trees,
windbreak plantings, etc.

AMPHITHEATER - INFORMAL/MULTIPURPOSE

Design Guidelines:
1.
Locate off of major paths and

2.
3.

4.
5.

intersections.
Use buildings to create a plaza setting and
control acoustics.
For seating areas provide the following:
multiple access seating, sun and shade
options, and spectator seating oriented so
backs are to sun.
Provide an informal stage with acoustical,
visual and lighting controls.
Provide accessible site furnishings such
as: permanent and removable seating and
eating areas (some of these should be
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6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

G.

shaded areas), informal seating or
gathering areas like boulders and turf,
water fountains, garbage receptacles,
recycling bins, bicycle racks, lighting,
electrical outlets for performances,
removable tent or canopy for performers
(equipment), integrated newspaper
vending area, food vending area, bank
machine center, information
dissemination display areas.
Allow parking and selling areas for food
cart vendors.
Provide Public restrooms, easily
accessible and visible.
Provide blue -light emergency phones and
regular phones.
Provide shade trees and structures.
Provide barrier plantings to control
movement.

INFORMATION
DISSEMINATION /DISPLAY

Design Guidelines:
Locate just off of major path, or in center
1.
of wider paths.
Give feature separate identity, or integrate
2.
with building architecture.
Ensure that it is accessible to all.
3.
Provide adequate lighting.
4.
Control glare and wind from display areas.
5.

H.

DECORATIVE LANDSCAPING

Design Guidelines:
Visually enhance the following:
1.
pedestrian's experience in the whole
environment, buildings and paved areas,
seating and gathering areas, front side and
rear building yards, parking lots, and

2.

alleys.
Select plant material appropriate to
microclimatic conditions.

3.

Use permeable materials like decomposed

granite.

4.

Include water features, murals, and/or
sculptures.

5.

Provide night lighting.

I.

BUFFER OR TRANSITION AREAS

Design Guidelines:
Buffer may consist of, or include,
1.

plantings, walls, fences, berms, elevation

2.
3.
4.

changes.
Should visually enhance experience for
pedestrians and motorists.
Buildings may be used to create buffer or

transition.
Do not block access to buildings,
pathways, parking areas, etc., when
creating a buffer.

J.

SPECIAL
TRANSITION /GATEWAYS

Design Guidelines:
Provide visual features or focal points and
1.
entrance elements.
Provide a visually pleasant experience for
2.
motorists and pedestrians.
Avoid pedestrian and vehicle circulation
3.

conflicts.

4.

7.

Use design and landscaping elements to
create an attractive visual impact.
Buildings may be utilized in conjunction
with the above.
Include the following site features:

8.

lighting, signage, sidewalks, etc..
Utilize accent plantings.

K.

TURF RECREATION/INFORMAL

5.

Design Guidelines:
Provide adequately sized turf areas for
1.
playing catch, impromptu group activities
(such as rush activities), etc..
Locate in areas where adjacent windows
2.
can be screened.
Provide some spectator seating.
3.
Provide nearby drinking fountain
4.
Provide buffer and/or fencing as necessary.
5.
Provide sufficient night lighting for
6.
safety, but not as would be provided for
formal sports events.
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M.

FOCAL FEATURES

Design Guidelines:
1.
Focal features may include: environmental
modulation devices, i.e., cool tower,
clocks, kiosks, gateway features, public
art such as sculptures, etc.
2.
Locate at termini of major view corridors,

3.

pathways, streets, etc..
Design feature considering high quality
materials to ensure permanence and
attractiveness over time.
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Portland: An Example of Excellent Vision

In looking for information on "urban' rather than suburban examples of town or village planning and open space
development criteria, the focus turned to city plans and neighborhood plans. In the City of Portland Central City
Plan (City of Portland Bureau of Planning, 1988) general plans and policies are presented for the entire planning
area, and then also for what they call "districts." Similar in land use to the University Village area, but usually
much larger, these districts become areas primarily targeted for infili development, redevelopment and
infrastructure improvements (including open space development).
Language from the plan stating goals and objectives for development of these districts within the context of the
larger city can be analogous with the University Village within the context of the University. The following
excerpts are from statements in the plan:
"We envision a place where....walking and bicycling are pleasurable means of travel on attractive, convenient and
safe routes which unite the central city with adjacent neighborhoods....plazas and streets lined with stately
trees....walks, gateways, and parks are rich with public art....trees line walks and major transportation corridors,
providing shade and habitat, and reinforcing a Central City network of green spaces....open spaces offering an
opportunity for rest and quiet are found throughout.... streets sidewalks, plazas and parks are free of litter, well
maintained and richly planted....a trail loop that ties the central city to a larger system of walks that lead to
surrounding districts and neighborhoods, and also link a network of parks and open spaces which provide spaces
for wildlife and human activity.....opportunities for socializing, recreation, quiet and solitude are close at hand, as
are facilities and events which enrich the mind and spirit above all we envision a livable city!" (City of
Portland Bureau of Planning, 1988)

X

.

CONCLUSION
The University Village Area Plan provides a much needed stimulus for development

in a previously declining area of campus. The discussion the University Village Area Plan
provided on the development of open space will promote opportunities for improved

campus living in this area of campus. It is hoped that with the further definition and
guidance of how these projects could be planned and designed, the University Village can
be implemented the way it was envisioned.
This paper reviewed the planning framework the University Village Area Plan is

based upon, and explained in detail what the framework consisted of. Historical/traditional
community planning characteristics and neotraditional planning criteria were discussed in

an attempt to understand how these may have provided input. There was some question in
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the author's mind as to what exactly neotraditional planning was, where it came from, and
how it could be applied. It was assumed the University Village Area Plan was based upon
neotraditional planning principles, but this was not explained in the University Village Area

Plan document. The author now believes that the University Village Area Plan is primarily
based upon neotraditional planning principles, but only because these are the product of
historical/traditional planning characteristics; not an invention of popular planning and

design professionals such as Duany and Plater -Zyberk.
There is a certain amount of risk associated with depending on criteria developed by
"Neotraditionalists" such as Duany and Platter- Zyberk, Calthorpe and others, to solve local

planning or design issues and problems. However, to their credit, they promote and utilize
extensive user -input methods, such as charettes, when developing plans for communities.
Although there were a number of opportunities for user groups of the University Village to
offer input into the development of the University Village Area Plan, their input was
directed mainly to issues of policy, and general aspects of land utilization and development

such as parking, property acquisition, and safety. This paper did not suggest ways for
continuing or redeveloping this interactive process which was key to the success of the
University Village Area Plan planning effort.
Now that Specific projects have been identified which will effect the livability and
appearance of the entire Village, there needs to be a process developed for obtaining user -

input during the design and implementation stages. As discussed briefly in the discussion
on Pocket Parks, (page 53) and by Cooper Marcus and Francis, (1990) there are a number
of reasons for, and benefits associated with, seeking user input, and for conducting studies
and inventories for the purpose of extracting information associated with the social and
cultural aspects of University Village, as well as technical expertise available in the
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University academic community.
The University Village will evolve as individual projects are implemented and new

students and users come and go. The potential is there for this community to be a model
for campus development which demonstrates new technologies, and appropriate design

within the desert urban environment. There needs to be a way to have continual feedback
from these groups due to the transitory nature of the university environment, and ongoing

acievements in academic research and technologies. This input will assist University staff
in making appropriate planning and design decisions.
The planning framework and the additional studies and analyses which were
conducted in support of the University Village planning and design effort, established a
base from which the identification of general goals and recommendations for the

development of University Village open space could be considered. It also promoted the
identification of general objectives and considerations for specific open space projects.
Design guidelines for development of the open space projects were drafted to add
further detail to the intentions of the University Village Area Plan. It became apparent that

it is difficult, if not impossible to base specific design guidelines solely on the
characteristics and criterion derived from research. The more specific the objective or
proposal becomes, the further it seems to depart from the basic principles discovered in

research. The University Village Area Plan illustrative and the illustratives of several
major open space development proposals provided in Appendix B, provide a more

"subjective" view of what is envisioned for the University Village. It will be important to
make sure that whatever is ultimately designed within the University Village can be

integrated with the entire University. It should not detract from the importance of the
University, but rather enhance the campus by providing needed amenities and features.
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Although this information is valuable, and provides a necessary "transitional step"
towards implementation of the projects identified, there needs to be further specificity

added to the design guidelines which this paper did not provide. It is suggested that as
funding sources are identified, and project approvals are granted, a process should be

undertaken which identifies the specific design guidelines for each project. The process
should involve the University Village user groups, and utilize an interactive approach.
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APPENDIX A:

Historical /Traditional Community Types and Planning Characteristics

The references utilized for the following list of historical/traditional community types and
planning characteristics, are provided at the end of this appendix section.
1.

Classical Greek City
City blocks were shaped to provide the appropriate orientation for dwellings
within them.
Streets provided for the circulation of people and vehicles without interference
with the orientation of dwellings or the assembly of people in the market place.
Streets generally terminated at the agora rather than crossing it.

Street System had rigid geometrical form superimposed on rugged topography.
Agora (or market place) was the center of business and political life, and was
lined with shops and market booths.
Assembly hall, council hall, and council chamber were accessible to agora
square but not facing upon it.
Agora was located in the approximate center of city, with major east -west and
north -south streets leading to it.

Agora was designed to accommodate all citizens who would have business in
the market place or attend public functions in the adjacent public buildings.
Open space enclosed by the agora occupied about 5% of the city area, with
dimensions being approx one fifth of the width and breadth of the town itself.

Plan of the agora was geometrical in form, with square or rectangular open
spaces surrounded by colonnaded porticoes sheltering the buildings about the
square.
Agora was arranged to avoid interface between the movement of people across
the open space and those assembled for trade and business in the market.

Open space was reserved primarily for foot traffic.
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2.

Medieval Town

Normally had irregular street patterns and heavy walls, with the exception of
some towns, such as Montpazier, which was rectangular in form.
Dominated by church or monastery and the castle of the lord.
Church playa was the market place

Town hall and guild hall were built on or adjacent to the market plaza.
Roads generally radiated from the plaza and market square to the gates, with
secondary lateral roadways connecting them.
Buildings assumed a functional character in both form and location.
Streets and plaza were developed as integral parts of building sites.
Wheeled traffic was generally absent on all but the major roadways.

Monasteries and guilds combined to form the university, where those who
desired to study in withdrawal from the market place congregated.
A human scale pervaded the informal environment of the city of the people.
3.

Neoclassical City - Colonial American

Sometimes irregular in plan, but most had strong geometric forms and many
were developed on a grid.
Meeting house and the common were in the center of the city.
Cities had attributes of beauty and simplicity, and were communities of
neighbors.

Not "grand" scale - but human scale.
Often had a "main" avenue.

Main streets often bisected or surrounded the public square.
Some cities had parks /squares along the avenues and in different quadrants.
Streets had shade trees along side them until the eighteenth century when
buildings were built to lot lines.

Continuous rows of buildings shut off access to the rear of the property, so
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alleys were cut through the center of the blocks.

4.

Planned Towns of the Hispanic West - The Laws of the Indies
Towns contained a main plaza and subsidiary open spaces.
Two streets extending from each corner of the elongated rectangle formed by
the main plaza, and wider main thoroughfares entered the plaza at the midpoints
of each side, for a total of twelve streets emanating from the plaza.

Towns were developed with a grid street plan.

Four corners of the plaza and all of the town blocks faced directly north, south,
east and west. - intended to prevent winds.
Civic plaza and church served as the focal point for social and religious life and
as a place for markets and fiestas.

Commons should be large enough where people can go for recreation.
Buildings one -story high normally surrounded the plazas.
Main town buildings faced the main plaza.

In cold locations streets were wide, and in hot locations streets were narrow.
Small plazas were laid -out throughout town for churches to be built.
Buildings were built with one architectural style as much as possible to develop
a unified image of beauty.

5.

Small Rural American Agricultural Towns

Town had linear development pattern along or at major intersections of
transportation routes, such as railroads and/or major highways, and/or was
developed along natural features such as rivers and streams.

Town was normally developed on a grid.
Distinct "downtown" along one major (Main) street or highway.

Public facilities such as churches, county buildings, schools and parks, etc.,
were normally located downtown, but not always adjacent to main street.
Residential streets were often lined with trees.
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7.

Garden Cities

Town had central square with civic and business buildings around it.
Streets radiated out from city center.

Shopping and industry located on the outskirts of town.
Population limits were set according to the location and purpose of the town.
There was a set size and area for development of the town.

Town was surrounded by agriculture.
8.

New Towns (Radburn)
Traffic through town center eliminated.
Development/circulation pattern was cul -de -sac streets with single- family
dwelling units.

Common open spaces were developed in and adjacent to the town center.

Uninterrupted pedestrian paths were developed throughout town.
Underpasses were utilized to separate pedestrians from roadways.

9.

Subdivision/Planned Unit Development (PUD)

No set development pattern. Some are intended only to be residential, others
contain most uses typical to communities.
6.

Jeffersonian Quad
Overall impression is one of unity

Continuous colonnade
Uniform building heights
Repetition of building materials

Orientation of shared open space - the lawn
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No vehicular traffic

All major University units front on quad.

(Gallion and Eisner, 1980; Listokin and Walker, 1989; Reps, 1979; State University of
New York, Campus Environmental Improvement Program, 1987)
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APPENDIX B:
Conceptual Schematic Designs of Major Open Space Elements
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SPEEDWA

Y

BOUL EVARD

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
OR COMMERCIAL/RETAIL
MULTI -USE COMMUNITY
CENTER AND RETAIL
SEATING

TABLE SEATING
DECIDIOUS TREES
CENTRAL PUBLIC PLAZA

SPECIAL STREET PAVING
(curbs removed)
BENCH SEATING

ARCADE

WATER FEATURE

ARCADED BUILDING
FRONTS
EX. GREEK HOUSE

COOL TOWER
SHUTTLE STOP

REMOVABLE CANOPY
STRUCTURE
VILLAGE COMMONS

APARTMENTS

TOWN CENTER

A NORTH N.T.S.
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SPEEDWA

Y

BOUL EVARD

UNDERPASS

WATER FEATURE

TABLE SEATING

BOLLARDS

SPECIAL INTERSECTION
CROSSING (ramp -up; no curbs)

DECIDOUS TREES WITH GRATES

INFORMATION KIOSK
W/TELEPHONE

SPECIAL CORNER
LANDSCAPING

A. NORTH N.T.S.

WARREN A VENUE
LINEAR PARKT CORRIDOR
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SPEEDWAY

BOUL EVARD
UNDERPASS

COOL TOWER
ELEVATOR
LOWER LEVEL
BUILDING ENTRY
BENCH SEATING

DECORATIVE LANDSCAPING

BOLLARDS

SPECIAL INTERSECTION
CROSSING (ramp -up; no curbs)

DECIDIOUS TREES

BICYCLE LANES

INFORMATION KIOSK
WITELEPHONE

TURF

SPECIAL CORNER
LANDSCAPING

A

NORTH N.T.S.

HIGHLAND AVENUE
LINEAR PARKI CORRID OR
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ALLEY

PERIMETER WALL

TREES
(small - medium evergreen)
EXISTING GREEK HOUSE

INFORMATION KIOSK
W/TELEPHONE

EXISTING GREEK HOUSE

LIGHTS
BICYCLE PARKING

MAIN

POCKET PARK

GATE

STREET
A NORTH N.T.S.
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